Installation, Operation and Service
Manual
Conforto Electric Boiler
BGE-00-G006-00
BGE-00-G008-00
BGE-00-G012-00
BGE-00-G015-00
BGE-00-G020-00
BGE-00-G024-00

INSTALLATIONS MUST MEET ALL LOCAL AND FEDERAL CODES THAT MAY
DIFFER FROM THIS MANUAL

Please read the manual in its entirety before beginning installation. This
manual must be kept with the boiler for future reference. For maintenance or
question, please refer to your installer.
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1.0

IMPORTANT SAFETY ADVICE

Please read and understand this manual before installing, operating or servicing the boiler.
To ensure you have a clear understanding of the operating procedures of the unit please take the
time to read the IMPORTANT SAFETY ADVICE section of this manual.

WARNING – BASIC SAFETY WARNINGS
KNOW the location of the emergency disconnect switch for the unit.
EXAMINE the package before installation to ensure it did not get damaged during shipping.
DO NOT USE this Conforto boiler is as a direct heating source for domestic hot water.
ENSURE the boiler is filled with water before the controller is connected. Failure to do so will result in
damage to the heating elements, voiding the warranty.

WARNING – BEST PRACTICES FOR OPTIMAL OPERATION
DO NOT ATTEMPT DO INSTALL YOURSELF OR MAKE ANY REPAIRS IF YOU ARE NOT
QUALIFIED TECHNICIAN, CALL A QUALIFIED HEATING TECHNICIAN.

DANGER
Do not use this boiler as a construction heater. Failure to follow this warning can lead to
premature boiler failure which could result in a fire hazard and/or bodily harm and/or
material damage.

IMPORTANT
This manual is intended to inform the installer and service technician of the operation and maintenance
procedures for trouble free operation of the Conforto boiler. It is essential that the service technician
carefully reads this manual to fully understand the boiler and its installation, operation and maintenance
procedures before servicing the boiler or the heating system because the procedures may vary
depending on the manufacturer. The Conforto boiler is designed and manufactured with quality
components for maximum life, durability and should require minimum service. To insure a satisfactory
installation, it is imperative that the instructions within be followed carefully before operating the heating
system. Failure to do so may result in breach of warranty.

2.0

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Overall Dimensions (L x L x H)
Shipping Weight
Supply Outlet
Return Inlet
Tank Volume

29 1/16” x 17 1/2" x 12 1/16”
117lbs
1”
1”
9 Gal(US)
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INSTALLATION CLEARANCES
Left**
Right
Above
Bottom
Front
Rear

3”
3”
3”
3”
12”
0”

76.2mm
76.2mm
76.2mm
76.2mm
304.8mm

** LEFT SIDE—Minimum suggested service clearance is 18”.

3.0

INSTALLATION

The installation of this boiler must be performed by a certified heating technician regularly engaged in
heating equipment installation and in accordance with this manual and all local codes and applicable
regulations (Canadian Electrical Code CAN/CSA C22.1– UL/ULC and CAN/CSA-C22.2 No.16592). Reference should also be made to local electric utility regulations and any other applicable
codes from authorities having jurisdiction within the area of installation.
The proper functioning of your heating system is directly related to the quality of the plumbing
installation. Therefore, the entire installation must be performed by a qualified heating system
technician. The Conforto boiler is intended for indoor installation only and cannot be subject to water
spray or leakage.
Do not install the boiler UNDER a potential water source.

3.1 Boiler Installation
A sample piping arrangement is shown in figure 1. This is only a sample. Your heating system
designer will design an adequate piping arrangement for your installation.
1. Conforto boilers are provided with mounting brackets for easy wall mounting. Ensure that the unit
is mounted level. The unit is meant to be mounted directly on the wall using 3/8" lag screws or
anchor bolts through holes provided at 16" centers vertically. On uneven walls, it is suggested that
a flat mounting surface be provided by using two (2) 2” X 4”, or a 3/4" plywood panel.
NOTE: Ensure that unit clearances listed are respected.
2. The temperature and pressure gauge and pressure relief valve should be installed at the proper
location on the return side of the boiler.
Note: the pressure relief valve outlet should be orientated away from the boiler and piped safely to
a drain to ensure that any discharged water will not damage the boiler or occupants. Additional
piping will be required to do this.
3. The drain valve should be installed closest to the return inlet of the boiler. This location will allow
the boiler to be drained easily and quickly.
4. The circulating pump can be installed on either the supply or the return side of the boiler with the
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system expansion tank installed on the suction side of the circulating pump with service valves
installed on each side of the circulating pump. (Circulating pump is not supplied by manufacture)
5. The water supply outlet and return inlet piping are 1" NPT couplings.
6. Once all the components are installed, fill the heating system with water until the pressure reaches
10-15 PSI. Check for leaks, fix if necessary and purge all the air from the system.
Additional required components for the boiler:
1. An automatic air vent located at the highest point of the system to reduce the risk of an air lock, a
cast iron or other type of air scoop system is recommended.
2. A properly sized and pressurized expansion tank to prevent pressure build up.
3. A properly sized circulating pump to circulate the heat through the heating system

3.2 Typical Diagram of a Recommended General Installation
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3.3 Electric Wiring
All electrical wiring must conform to the standards and regulations in force and the Canadian
Electrical Code CAN/CSA C22.1.
Use copper or aluminium wire of proper size and make sure all terminations are very tight. Do not
mix aluminium and copper wire in the same terminal!!!
Electrical power to the boiler must come from a 120/240Vac, 60Hz single phase source, 2 or 3
conductors wire with aground wire, protected by an appropriately sized breaker or fuses, based
on the total rating of the boiler. Refer to the boiler nameplate and the technical specifications in
this manual to select the proper breaker, fuses and conductors size.
If the main electrical wiring to the boiler is made of a 2 conductors wire, the control board
will need to be powered by a separate 120Vac/60Hz electrical power source protected by a
15Amp breaker or fuse (see low voltage L-N section in this manual). Not proceeding
accordingly will prevent the control board and circulating pump to be powered.
ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS CHART USING NOMINAL 240Vac/60Hz

Model

Boiler Size
Nominal
kW

Net Heat
Output
Btu/h

Operating
Voltage
Vac

Total Heating
Element
Amperage A*

Number
of
Elements

Element
Size
W

Suggested
Wire Size
(1) (2)
AWG

Suggeste
d
Breakers
(2)
Size A

BGE-00-G006-00

6

20 472

240

25.0

4

1500

10

40

BGE-00-G008-00

8

27 296

240

34.0

4

2000

6

50

BGE-00-G012-00

12

40 944

240

50.0

4

3000

4

70

BGE-00-G015-00

15

51 180

240

62.5

4

3750

3

100

BGE-00-G020-00

20

68 240

240

83.3

4

5000

3

125

BGE-00-G24-00

24

81 888

240

100.0

4

6000

2

125

* For total current add the value shown in the table, the current draw for the circulator and control
board transformer.
(1)

Copper conductor type “THW”, check local codes (sizes taken from C.E.C table 2 & N.E.C.
Table 310-16)
(2)

Actual wire and breakers need to be sized based on specific installation requirements in
accordance with National Electrical Code (NEC), Canadian Electrical Code (CEC), and local
codes (where applicable)
NNDanger NN
Before installing the main electrical power wire please to the boiler make sure that all circuit
breakers are in the OFF position or the fuses are pulled out of the main service panel. Failure
to do this can result in serious injury or death.
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Strip service entrance wire ends, remove the front plate of the controller case and insert the service
entrance wires from the breaker / switch through the cabinet punch out. Then insert the service
entrance wires into the power distribution block, making sure the neutral wire N, if used, is inserted
in the centre post of the power distribution block. Tighten terminal screw clamps.

3.4 Wiring on the Control Board
! CAUTION !
Do not connect any wires to C - TT or C - DD terminals on the electronic control until the boiler
has been filled with water. Failure to do so will result in damage to the heating elements if the
control board is energized. Do not put any voltage to terminals C – TT and C – DD.

Thermostat: (C - TT)
Single Heating Zone (without Zone Valve): Insert the thermostat wires into the terminals labelled C
- TT on the control board. Tighten terminal screw clamps
Multiple Heating Zones: Insert the wires of the motorized valves or zone panel control boiler
contacts into the terminals labelled C - TT on the control board. Tighten terminal screw clamps.
Follow the instructions for final adjustment of the thermostat (adjusting heating anticipator, calibration,
etc.) that are packaged with the thermostat.
When installing a thermostat, the following statements should be followed:
• Thermostat should be installed on an inside wall about five (5) feet above the floor for baseboard
or radiators heating systems and four (4) feet above the floor for in floor heating systems.
• Do not install a thermostat on an exterior wall.
• Do not install a thermostat where it will be affected by sunlight, drafts, televisions, lighting
fixtures, hot or cold pipes, fireplaces, or chimneys
Circulating Pump: (C1 – C2)
Connect only 120Vac, 1/6 HP (maximum) pump to terminals C1 - C2 on the control board. Strip wire
ends before inserting into the terminal block. Tighten screw terminals.
Line Voltage: (L – N)
a) For a 3-conductor main electrical wire installation, refer to Figure 2.
The L – N terminals are pre-wired from factory.
b) For a 2-conductor main electrical wire installation, refer to Figure 2A.
Disconnect and remove the factory pre-wired L – N wires from the main high voltage terminal
block and the L – N terminals on the electronic control board in the boiler. Insert to terminals L –
N wires provided from a 120Vac single phase power source protected by a 15A breaker or fuse.
Tighten screw terminals.
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3.5 Temperature Sensors
High Temperature Limit Disc: This temperature sensor, pre-wired and factory connected to the
LIMIT terminals on the electronic control board, is used as a high-limit safety sensor to prevent the
water in the boiler from exceeding 220F. If a replacement is required, remove the wrap covering the
wires, install a "push on" female connector (blue insulation) on each of the wires. Push the connectors
on the circuit.
Operating Temperature Sensor: This probe, pre-wired and factory-connected to T1 terminal block
on the electronic control board, is used to measure the water temperature of the boiler and provide
information to the electronic control so that it starts or stops the electrical elements and the circulating
pump. If replacement is required, push the wires into the female connector using the correct tool and
push the connector into the T1 male connector on the electronic control.
Outdoor Temperature Sensor (field installed): This probe, pre-wired and factory-connected to
terminal block T3, is used to measure the outside temperature. It should be installed outside the
building on the most exposed face to the north and about 12" lower than the cornice of the roof of the
building, it should not be exposed directly to the sun or near a ventilation opening that could affect its
temperature reading. If necessary, the wire of this probe may be lengthened to a length not exceeding
100'. If replacement is required, push the wires into the female connector using the correct tool and
push the connector into the T3 male connector on the electronic control.
Load relay contact: Terminal block T3 on the electronic control is designed to receive a signal from a
normally closed contact (NC). When the contacts on terminals T3 are closed, the boiler will operate
normally upon a call for heating or domestic hot water. When the contacts on terminals T3 are
opened, when a call for heat at C – TT or domestic hot water at C - DD is made, the circulating pump
will start but the elements will not start. This should be used when the kettle is installed in Bi-energy
mode (paired with an oil, gas or wood burning appliance.)
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3.6 WIRING DIAGRAM - 3 Conductors Main Supply Voltage

Optional 15A Max in-line fuse
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3.7 WIRING DIAGRAM – 2 Conductors Main Supply Voltage
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4.0 ELECTRONIC CONTROL BOARD SPECIFICATION
Dimensions : 3"(W) x 9"(L) x 9/16" (H)
Operating Temperatures:
TT: 110°F - 200°F (adjustable by potentiometer on electronic control)
DD: 180°F (fixed)
High Limit: 220°F (fixed)
Control low-voltage input: 24Vac (R – C)
Control high-voltage input: 120Vac (L – N)
Control output voltage: 120Vac, 10A max (C1 –C2 terminals)
Control Board Power Consumption: 0.5A max
LED Display Lights: A total of 9 LED indicator lights display the following information
Power (Green): Solid = Supply power is on.
Flashing = failure code
High-Limit (Red): ON when temperature reaches the high limit of 220° F or the sensor is faulty,
disconnected or incorrectly wired.
TT (Amber): ON when thermostat is requesting heat.
D-D (Amber): ON when high temperature loop is requesting heat.
Circ. (Amber): ON when circulating pump activates.
Heating Element #1 (Amber): ON when element #1 is energized.
Heating Element #2 (Amber): ON when element #2 is energized.
Heating Element #3 (Amber): ON when element #3 is energized.
Heating Element #4 (Amber): ON when element #4 is energized.

4.1 Wiring Diagram

Wiring Diagram

K1A

T2
T1

Limit

C
DD
C
TT

T3
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K1B
Element 1

K2A

OT TT DD Circ
150 160170
140
180
130
190
120
200
110
7

K2B

Element 2

8

K3A

9

K3B

Element 3

K4A

L N C2 C1

Status

K4B

Element 4

Figure. 3
Signal/Control Input:
C - TT: Thermostat, zone valves end switch, zone panel boiler contact.
C - DD: Indirect domestic water heater call for heat.
Limit: High temperature limit sensor (factory installed), normally closed
T1: Temperature 10Kohm sensor (factory installed)
T2: Load relay contact – Bi-energy (normally closed for electric boiler operation)
T3: Outdoor temperature sensor (field installed)
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4.2 Control Board Operation:
Upon initial startup or after an electrical interruption the control board performs a self-diagnostic. It will
power the elements for one (1) second verifying relays and lighting the element LED’s. The control
board then waits ten (10) seconds before entering ‘standby’ mode. The ten (10) second delay is used
as protection in case a power failure occurs. A further delay of fifteen (15) minutes occurs if Outdoor
Temperature Sensor is installed and there is no demand from C - TT or C - DD.
In the standby mode, the control board monitors inputs and the boiler temperature every second.
If a C - TT or C - DD demand is activated, the control board turns on the circulating pump for sixty
(60) seconds allowing the water to circulate through the boiler before the water temperature is
measured, thus providing a more accurate system water temperature reading.
After water temperature is measured, the control board compares the water system temperature with
the set-point temperature (from potentiometer on control board or water temperature determined from
outdoor temperature at the outdoor sensor) and determines the most efficient operating mode.
Mode 1 - the system water temperature is minus 5°, or less of the set-point.
Mode 2 - the system water temperature is minus 6° to minus 9° of the set-point.
Mode 3 - the system water temperature is minus 10° or below, of the set-point.
Mode 1: Is used as an energy saver, turning on only one (1) element when the temperature is close to
the set-point. The control board monitors the system water temperature until the demand has been
satisfied or if the temperature drops more than 5° of the set-point temperature where the control would
then switch to either Mode 2 or Mode 3. This feature allows the Conforto boiler to be easily added to
an existing oil, wood, or gas boiler without the need for additional control components.
Mode 2: When the control board enters Mode 2 the first element is automatically turned on, and the
boiler water temperature is recorded. Sixty (60) seconds later, the control board measures the current
water temperature and compares it to the previously recorded water temperature. If the current water
temperature is lower than previously recorded the control board energizes an additional element and
records a new water temperature, this process continues until all elements are energized, water
temperature has stabilized or increased, or if the device connected to C - TT has been satisfied. If the
water temperature stabilizes or increases, the control board does not energize more elements. The
control board automatically switches to Mode 3, if the water temperature in the boiler drops below 10°
from the set-point, or if all 4 elements are energized. The control board shuts off elements and
circulating pump when the device connected to C - TT is satisfied.
Mode 3: Is engaged when the control board senses recorded water temperature greater than 10°
below the set-point or if all elements have been energized. Mode 3 provides a thirty (30) seconds
delay between water temperature comparisons and elements energizing. The shorter delay quickens
the response of the unit to recover from a demand for heat. The energizing of elements is performed
as in Mode 2 only at thirty (30) second intervals. In Mode 3 when water temperature rises to 8° below
the set-point temperature the fourth element is de-energized, at 5° below the set point temperature
the third element is de-energized. The remaining elements stay on until set-point is reached or if the
device connected to C – TT is satisfied.
Turbo Mode: If the temperature becomes constant and all the elements are not on, the Turbo Mode
is enabled. This feature prevents the boiler control board from hanging in an endless loop when the
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water temperature remains constant and all the elements are not on. The aging function decreases the
difference between the element energizing temperature setting and the element stage off temperature
by 2° every 90 seconds. Initially the fourth element energizing temperature is 10° below the set-point
temperature and stag off temperature is 8° degrees below the set-point temperature, after 90 seconds
these temperatures become 8° and 6° respectively. The drop in the energizing temperature setting will
cause elements to stage on ensuring the water temperature reaches the set-point temperature.
However, the Turbo Mode discontinues if an element stages off, or if the set-point is reached.
If the boiler water temperature reaches the set-point and C - TT demand is still present all elements will
stag off but the circulating pump will continue to run and the control board will monitor system water
temperature ever second. When the C - TT demand is satisfied the control board will shut off the
circulator pump but continues monitoring water temperature.
Indirect Water Heater C – DD call for heat: Once activated, the control board turns on the
circulating pump for 60 seconds before activating elements. This delay allows the water to circulate
thru the boiler before the temperature is measured, giving a more accurate system water temperature
reading.
After the delay has expired, the water temperature is measured. If the water temperature is more than
5° below the set point, two elements will automatically turn on. Thirty seconds after the first two
elements have turned on, the control board measures the water temperature and energizes the third
element if water temperature has not reached the set point. Thirty seconds later, the control board
compares water temperatures again and if the set-point is not reached it energizes the fourth element.
All elements will remain on until the 180° set-point is reached. The control board turns off the
circulating pump only when C - DD demand is satisfied but continues to monitor water temperature.
NOTE: At any time when the boiler is on and the high temperature safety is activated, the control
board will automatically turn off all 4 elements and will continue energizing the circulating pump until
the heat generated by boiler is reduced.
Outdoor Temperature Sensor: If installed, the sensor provides the current outdoor temperature to
the control board. The control board will recalculate a lower heating set-point temperature
compensating for the outdoor temperature, providing the outdoor temperature is between -5° and
21.5° Celsius. This feature brings additional energy savings and added comfort when applied to the
appropriate heating distribution system. A domestic hot water call for heat from the C – DD terminals
overrides the outdoor reset temperature compensating feature and will bring the boiler water
temperature set point to 180°F until the call for heat at the C – DD terminals is satisfied.
Boost Function: If there is an uninterrupted demand from C - TT for 15 minutes the control board
ignores the Outdoor Reset function and returns to the set-point temperature.
Temperature Setting: The water temperature set-point should always be set for the designed
distribution system water temperature. The C - TT set-point can be adjusted by the potentiometer
located in the centre of the control board. The C - DD set point is fixed at 180°F. The C - TT and C DD inputs will accept dry contacts.
Protection from liquids: The control board and other components located within the control panel
are sensitive to water and other liquids. Failure to protect the control board and other components will
result in damage to the boiler and may result in electrocution to the technician
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4.3 Start-up Procedure:
! CAUTION !
If the power is turned on before the boiler is filled with water, the elements will become
seriously damaged.

Verifying the temperature sensor:
1. Check to ensure the circuit breaker or switch at the service entrance is in the OFF position
2. Confirm the boiler is filled with water and verify that no leaks are present
3. Change the temperature set-point to 210°F by adjusting the potentiometer located on the control
board.
4. Turn on the circuit breaker or switch at the service entrance. The power LED (green) will be lit and
the controller will perform its start-up self-checks.
5. Set a thermostat to maximum value. This should ensure that all 4 elements will remain on as long as
possible.
6. Once the tridicator temperature has reached 130°F, change the temperature set point to its minimum
setting. The elements will stage off in thirty (30) seconds interval, if this does not happen see
troubleshooting section.
NOTE: Once the test has been completed, remember to re-set the set point temperature to the
designed system water temperature.
! CAUTION !
If the power is turned on before the boiler is filled with water, the elements will become
seriously damaged.
!! WARNING !!
Failure to vent and keep air out of the heating system will result in damage to the Conforto
boiler. Damage of this type is not covered by the manufacturer’s warranty.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Check to ensure the circuit breaker or switch at the service entrance is in the “OFF” position
Confirm the boiler is filled with water and verify no leaks are present.
Confirm that all installation procedures listed are properly followed.
Change the C – TT temperature set-point to the designed system water temperature by
adjusting the potentiometer located on the control board.
Turn on the circuit breaker or switch at the service entrance. The power LED (green) will be lit
and the controller will perform its start-up checks.
Turn all room thermostats above room temperature to activate a demand for heat. The TT LED
(amber) will be lit.
Immediately after the demand for heat has been activated, the CC circulating pump LED
(amber) will light up and the circulating pump will start to circulate the water thru the boiler.
This is a good time to check again for leaks and repair if necessary. After 60 seconds of the
pump circulating the water, system water temperature will be measured and if the water
temperature is 5° or more from the set point temperature, the elements will start to stage on.
The elements will start to stage off once the temperature approaches the set point. If the
temperature drops 5°below the set point, the controller will stage on only the required amount
of elements to bring the boiler back up to the set point. Once all the demands for heat have
been satisfied, the elements will shut off and the circulating pump will shut off ten (10) seconds
after.
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5.0 TROUBLE SHOOTING
This section is meant to assist the service technician when troubleshooting the electric boiler. As
in any trouble shooting procedure, it is important to isolate the issue as much as possible before
proceeding. Often the LED’s can be of great benefit for identifying the root cause of the problem.
If a wiring fault is suspected, carefully check all external wiring and wiring connections following
the wiring diagram label on the inside of the boiler’s cover. Additional wiring diagrams are included
with this manual.

5.1 ELECTRICAL TROUBLE SHOOTING
NNDanger NN

WHEN THE CONTROL BOARD COVER AND THE ELEMENT SIDE PANEL HAVE BEEN
REMOVED, THE UTMOST CARE MUST BE TAKEN. ENSURE THAT ALL POWER IS TURNED
OFF WHEN SERVICING THE BOILER AND ALL POWER ON CHECKS SHOULD BE MADE
BY A QUALIFIED TECHNICIAN.
PROBLEM
Power LED (green) is
not lit.

CAUSE
•Power LED is burnt

•Check to see if the other LED’s are lit. If other

out

LED’s are lit, replace control board. If other LED’s
are not lit see transformer failure.
•Confirm wires are connected to the proper
terminals.

•Transformer failure

•Confirm service entrance power is on.
•Voltmeter should read 24Vac across the load side
and 120 Vac across the line side of the transformer.
If not replace the transformer with a new one of
equal rating.

power

•Confirm wires are connected to the proper
terminals
•Voltmeter should read 240 Vac across L1 and L2
or 120v at control board input.

•Control board failure

Replace control board

•Incorrect

Power LED (green) is
flashing.

SOLUTION

Supply

•Incorrect wiring
•Sensor failure

•Confirm wires are connected to the proper
terminals

•Remove sensor from well and replace it with a new
one of the same type.

•Control board failure

•Replace control board
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High- Limit LED (red)
on controller is lit.

CIRC LED (amber) is
lit and pump is not
operating.

TT and/or DD LED’s
are lit but the element
LED’s are not lit.
No heat when TT
and/or DD LED’s are
lit and the element
LED’s are not lit.

•Incorrect wiring

•Confirm wires are connected to the proper
terminals

•Sensor failure

•If LED is lit but the temperature has not reached
high limit temperature. Remove the high limit disc
from the control board and momentarily jumper the
high temperature terminals on the control board. If
LED goes out replace disc, if not replace control
board.

•Control board failure

•Replace control board

•Pump failure

•Repair or replace

•Incorrect wiring

•Confirm wires are connected to the proper
terminals

•Control board failure

•Replace control board.

•Control board failure

•Replace control board.

•Incorrect
wiring

element

• Confirm wires are connected to the proper
terminals.
•Using an Amp meter confirm power to the elements

• Element failure

•MAIN POWER TO ELEMENTS MUST BE SHUT
OFF, then remove the wires from the elements and
check the continuity of each element. If no
continuity, replace element. If continuity, the relays
are faulty.

•Relay failure

•Replace control board

•Control board failure

•Replace control board

The voltages shown are nominal voltages.

5.2 Changing a Heating Element
! CAUTION!
Ensure the power is removed from the Conforto boiler before draining the boiler,
failure to do so will cause damage to the elements if they are turned on.
1. Turn off all power to the Conforto boiler via the breaker and the shut off switch. Confirm with
a voltmeter that no power is inside unit before proceeding.
2. Close the closest inlet and outlet valves to the Conforto boiler.
3. Open the drain valve to drain the water from the boiler. Manual opening of the relief valve
will assist drainage by allowing air to enter.
4. Remove the element end casing and disconnect the two wires attached to the defective
heating element. Un-screw the heating element from the boiler using the appropriate socket
wrench. Once the heating element has been removed, carefully clean the coupling to ensure
a good seal for the new element.
5. Replace with an element of the same wattage with the same sealing properties as the
removed element, if installing a new element requiring sealing compound applied to element
threads, torque to 75 ft./lbs.; if O-ring gasket sealing style element use 25 ft./lbs of torque.
16

6.
7.
8.
9.

Open the pressure relief valve and slowly open the closest water inlet valve to the Conforto
boiler to allow the boiler to fill up with water.
Once the boiler is filled, close the pressure relief valve and open the remaining valves.
Check for leaks. If no leaks, reconnect the heating element wires.
Check for clearance on element power leads and reattach the element end casing.
Refer to start-up procedure for final steps.

5.3 MECHANICAL TROUBLE SHOOTING
PROBLEM

CAUSE

SOLUTION

•Water leaking from electric
boiler

•Element or sensor threads
leaking

•MAIN
POWER
TO
ELEMENTS
MUST
BE
REMOVED-remove
wires
from element terminals and
tighten elements. If leaking
still
occurs
close
the
maintenance valves, drain the
boiler, remove the element
from the boiler and apply
sealant, re

•Plumbing
leaking

connections

•-install element.
•Tighten pipes and pressure
relief valve. If leaking still
occurs turn off the electricity
to the boiler to ensure the
elements
will
not
be
damaged, close the valves,
drain the boiler and apply
sealant to the leaking part.

Noisy Boiler
1.Check the water pressure of the boiler. It should be between 12-25 PSI.
2.Check for the direction of flow of the circulatory pump, the direction of flow (arrow on pump) must be
away from the boiler if the pump is on the supply side of the boiler.
3.Check for air within the system and purge if necessary.

6.0 BOILER MAINTENANCE
!! WARNING !!
The boiler guarantee may be invalid if: water leaks in the system are not repaired, the boiler is
used as a source of domestic hot water or a significant amount of new water or air is regularly
introduced into the system.
A qualified service technician should make an annual inspection of the boiler and the heating system
at the beginning of each heating season to ensure the boiler and the heating system is working
accordingly.
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Before the boiler is turned on for the heating season the following visual inspections and maintenance
procedures should be followed.
Visual Inspection:
1. Ensure that no items are placed around or on the boiler and that dirt has not accumulated in the area
immediately surrounding the boiler.
2. Examine the case for dents or scratches, especially around the element end casing and the controller
casing.
3. Inspect the boiler and the heating system for leaks or signs of water damage.
4. Turn off the circuit breaker or switch to the service entrance, then remove the element end casing
and the control panel.
5. Verify the wiring is correct with the diagram provided on the inside of the control panel or the diagram
provided with this manual.
6. Inspect the control board and components inside the control case for evidence of corrosion and
overheating of the electrical components.
7. Inspect the elements for water or air leaks.
Purging Procedure:
It is suggested that the boiler be purged biannually to remove any contaminants that may hinder the
performance of the heating elements.
1. Check to ensure the circuit breaker or switch at the service entrance is in the OFF position. Failure
to do so will result in damage to the elements if the controller is turned on.
2. Let the boiler cool down if previously turned on.
3. Close the maintenance valves closest to the inlet and outlet of the boiler. It is not recommended to
drain the complete heating system.
4. Attach a garden hose to the drain valve and place the hose close to a drain.
5. Open the drain valve and manually activate the pressure relief valve until clean water flows out of
the garden hose
6. Fill boiler back up until water flows out the pressure relief valve. Close the pressure relief valve and
open the maintenance valves. Check for leaks.
Pressure Relief Valve test procedure:
1. Ensure the boiler is filled with water before performing this test. Failure to do so will result in damage
to the heating elements if the controller is turned on.
2. Ensure that the pressure relief valve piping will properly discharge the water to a drain or container
located away from the boiler. Failure to do so may result in personal injury and/or damage to the
electrical components.
3. Quickly open and close the pressure relief valve manually a couple times to remove any sediment
that has built up around the pressure sensing mechanism.
4. If water is still being released from the pressure relief valve after it is closed, it must be removed for
cleaning or replacement.
Pressure and Temperature gauge (Tridicator)
During the heating season the temperature and pressure gauge on the boiler should be checked
periodically to ensure that under normal working conditions the pressure is relatively stable. If the
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pressure is not stable a pressure valve leak or compression tank malfunction may be present. A
service technician should be called immediately to correct the problem.
NOTE: Be sure to label all wires prior to disconnection when servicing the controls. Wiring errors can
cause improper and dangerous operation. Verify proper operation after service.
NOTE: Water should be drained out of the system only when necessary to make repairs, general
maintenance or to prevent freeze-up during extended cold weather shutdown.

GRANBY BOILERS INC.
CP 637
12118 Hwy 209
Parrsboro, Nouvelle-Écosse, Canada
B0M 1S0

www.granbyindustries.com

Thank you for choosing Granby
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NOTES :
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